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Burbong Bridge

On

a sunny Sunday afternoon in
July 2006 under the guidance
of our intrepid leader Tom Dowling, Peter
Dinham and I drove to Burbong Bridge on
a mission to capture the dimensions of the
bridge, sufficient to be able to build a
model for a proposed module based on the
single track operations between
Queanbeyan and Bungendore.
Armed with cameras,
tape measures, clip
boards and enlarged
photos of the structure
we ventured through
the paddocks towards
our objective with all
of the stealth of a
commando, bridge
demolition squad.
Resplendent in a day
glo orange safety vest Tom added some
credibility to our group and at least from
the road to any casual observer we
appeared to display the authority and
professionalism of a State Rail survey
team or bridge gang rather than a trio of
terrorists.

the bridge we returned to the car and drove
back towards Queanbeyan across the road
bridge and then turned down the old road
towards the gate keepers cottage and the
old level crossing. Parking the car, we
called for permission to enter the paddocks
at the now redundant gate keeper’s cottage
but only a couple of wild looking dogs
behind the fence provided any response.
The Plan
Armed with the
dimensions
and
suitable supporting
photos we produced a
set of drawings on
which to base the
model of the bridge
and discussed options
for the layout of the
diorama.
Tom
produced a unique
cradle shaped module baseboard within the
AusTrak standard dimensions and within a
couple of weeks I had the concept mocked
up ready for the preliminary design
review.
Post acceptance of the design, by the

Unprepared to risk prosecution by crossing
ISSUE 2
September 2018

Top: Canberra Railway Museum trip crossing Burbong Bridge. Photo credit Gordon Pert.
Centre: Burbong bridge in 2006.
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planning committee, David Bromage
commenced work on the transition modules to
facilitate the transition from dual to single track
and after the critical design review to prove the
concept we proceeded with the finalizing the
scenery. Considerations confirmed at this stage
included:

will the bridge support a laden train?

do the tracks meet at the appropriate
alignment? and

is the electrical polarity correct for joining
to the other modules?
The Model
The diorama is based on one 1.2m and two 0.6m
AusTrak modules. The bridge is supported by a
piece of 10mm aluminum extrusion which spans
the gap. The girders are fabricated from Peco
kits which are glued to the aluminum extrusion
and the pylons are shaped from MDF timber.
The abutments are fabricated from plasticard.
The gate keepers cottage is scratch built from
plasticard. The river is resin flowed onto a Pine
Island river sand base. The topography was
achieved using bird wire on wooden formers and
covered with chux wipes soaked in a 50/50 mix
of white glue and water with a drop of detergent.
Horses are painted by Erin.
The Reason
This module continues the local theme of some
of the Canberra Monaro N Scale Group modules
and has provided many hours of relaxation
during the construction. This weekend it
continues to provide enjoyment to both the
operators and the viewing public.
By John Harriott, Apr 2007

Since this article was written the Burbong Modules have
been developed further. The modules no longer run as a
single track bi-directional bridge and now have the
inner main routed behind the backdrop to pass the
bridge scene. Allowing for continuous operation in both
directions.

Club Running Day 22-23 Sep 18 Run Report

It

was with some trepidation that we
decided to run with a point to point
layout for the weekend, catering to
member’s that have more of an interest in
‘operations’ style running.
The reasons for the concern were:
1. We had never done this style of layout

NSW 44 Class, 4471 waiting in the siding at Royalla

2.

before using the modules; and
I wasn’t at all sure that the layout would fit
the hall (quick call in to take some
measurements earlier in the week).

This style of layout has some good and bad
points. Overall, the same lesson emerged: we
need to be more accurate. Three module
junctions caused issues over the weekend,
particularly with the larger locomotives with low
fuel tanks and passenger cars with flat bellies
between the wheel-sets. I have an idea for a
gauge that will show this more visually. This
reinforces the need to be very accurate at our
scale. An adjustment of 5mm to one end of a
module is 800mm at scale. Over 1200mm, this
induces a gradient of 0.5%. I rued the advice
from a member of ‘that’s close enough’ all
weekend. We must all push each other to be
more accurate. I am adamant that the poor
running continues to be induced from shortcuts
in set-up as opposed to the joining method.
Vigilance is required.
Overall, members either loved or disliked the

point-to-point operation. The following
advantages/disadvantages were observed:
Advantages

Members had to communicate and be
patient on approach and moving through
terminus locations.

Operating speeds of trains were reduced.

Round-house and Michelago switch panels
were readily accessible, without ducking
under the layout.

The passing loops come into their own,
provided trains fit in the loops.

Encourages members to do other things
rather than just run trains.
Disadvantages

Minor disruption in switching ends with
locomotives and need for operational front
couplers.

Generally, less users able to operate at the
same time, although we didn’t do too bad.

Explorer set rounding a curve

Lessons Learnt

Drawing pins and/or MDF panels need to
be clamped to the end of layouts to prevent
wayward trains leaving the layout
unintentionally, even on lines that are
believed to be low risk.

One train drove off the layout due to two
users using address #3. Please don’t use
default address #3, bad things happen.
(Continued on page 4)
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We need to measure and draw up the Scout
Hall to understand better what will fit.

Other events that occurred over the weekend
included:







of those that enjoy shunting and operating
style running.
Generally, a different form of operations that
worked better than I anticipated.
The next Running Day is 13-14 Oct, which will
be the Wagga Wagga Exhibition layout. This will

David Bird ran a weathering workshop.
Chandy and Stephen Curry worked on the
route selection exercise for the Industry
Row 3.
Warwick and Phil set up a table to tackle
putting a decoder in a 48 Class.
Mt Vernon was on display to show
members necessary works.
Stephen O’Brien and Pat set up with
Decoder Pro to program locomotives.

The weekend highlights the need for a few
things to occur:




We need to review all modules for proper
electrical wiring of points. In loop
configuration, some routes are not relied
upon for operations. In most cases over the
weekend, shorting was because of point/
frog wiring as opposed to faulty
locomotives.
We desperately need an end-loop to
increase the possibilities for small and endto-end layouts, especially for those that may
not necessarily be interested in end-to-end.
Although there will be the same disruptions
to main-line running to cater for the needs

The weekends layout

4471 in the late afternoon sun

be a repeat of the Malkara layout in preparation
for running the same at Wagga Wagga, 3 to 4
November.

Pat Gagel

Kunama Line
The August club meeting was held at John Harriot’s where members had the opportunity to run trains on Johns exceptional
HO scale layout. For an excellent article about Johns layout check out the August 2016 Australian Model Railway Magazine.

